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ence of foreign ships of war. The public U. STATES LEGÏSEATURE.
is much engaged in discussing the answer of
The record of Congressional proceedings
TWENTIETH
CONG
RESS..»
8
.8EC0NI/
a
ESS1ON
t
.
PUBLISHED BT
the Porte to the Ambassadors. It obstinately
was not particularly interesting to-day. The
Hffair at ¿’A Barts.—*We received--this
repels the principle of intervention, and con
bill respecting the Territory of Huron, was morning the subjoined letter from an estima
JAMES K. REM1CH,
tests
the
right,
but
invites
the
Ambassadors
ordered to its third reading by a vote of‘ 113 ble friend, an officer on board the United
SENATE.
AUTIOK.
■
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE
of France and England to Constantinople, to
to 70.
States ship Erie, giving an highly, interest
bedeplored,thatasS0Qn5 ,
THURSDAY, JAN. 15.
terminate afnicablv the affairs of Greece. It
ing account of the seizure of the Buenos
provementor discove
The bill to distribute a portion of the rev
will not send a Plenipotentiary to Poros.
WEDNESDAY, JAN 21.
Ay Yean privateer, in the harborof St. Bar
FOKEESStf NEWS,
e, the community ¿IJ
enue of the.United States among the several
These
are
its
final
resolutions,
which
it
has
“ inventor, in a I
/
JV. T Statesman,
■
Mr.'Everett, from the Committee on For tholomews.
States, was referred to a select committee
expressed
in
decisive
terms.
”
^ard,byahoStoVS
....................
------------«
eign Affairs, reported a bill for the relief of
The
following —
items of
intelligence.
U. S. Ship ErIe, Dec. 9th, 1828.7
Letters from Paris announce that great of five. Mr. McKinley submitted a resolu the inhabitants of the Territory of Florida,
Off the Island of Santa Cruz, )
an(l seff inte!, burnished by recent arrivals at New-York, mortality has prevailed in the French army, tion, referring to the Committee of Foreign
(who suffered by incursions of United States
*k I gladly embraceithe opportunity of writ»
mbstitute°Uft Cnmp0uildso11 srwere necessarily omitted in our last:
in the Morea, but that as tne weather was Relations so much of the President’s Mes troops,) which was twice read, and commit
substitute for the
•
ing you by Lieut. Morris, who is prize mas
becoming milder, the cases were becoming sage as relates to the Appointment of the ted.
ALEXANDRIA, SEPT. 27.
endino
endtng m l,.í___
ter of a Bti^.nps Ayrean privateer, which we
King of the Netherlands as umpire in the
much less frequent.
Mr. Càrhbreléng from the same Commit
The first division of the Turkish fleet,
disrepute, and e»e„
Lord Cochrane and Capo d’Istria were controversy with Great Britain relating to tee, who were instructed to inquire into the captured a few days since at St , Barts, and
with 6,000 mvu
men u»»
on u^«-.
board, both at Egina at the last dates. In couse- the north east boundary of the United
have ordered to Pensacola for adjudication.
instances are so numpmi [Pfrom
roni Navarino, vnm
“ The affair will doubtless create some
>y many that all deviate
arrived in the port of Alexandria.,Fnetish
under 9uonce of the obstinacy of the Porte, the States, and referring it to the same commit expediency of extending the right of import
ing merchandize from any port of-the United
n course are unimnori cconv°v of’a French, frigate and an F-y1-- ’- I three powers wppr
were pvnor.tpd
expected tn
to dpr.lare
declare tee to inquire whether, by the Treaty of States to Key West, with privilege of draw sensation 1 I shall, therefore, give a short
summary of the facts as they have actually
/ a train of imitator i'S gun-brig.
The arrival
the remainder
Ghent, and according to the constitution of
».......................
. of
. . • of rthe'' Greece independent.
posters. Therefore ¿S' troops
--------------is announced as
expected m a tew
the United States, the President alone has back on the exportation thereof, reported ad occurred. We had a boisterous passage to
versely
thereon
;
which
was
read
and
laid
on
the latitude of the trade winds, rehdered
power to make such appointments ; adjourn
Whitwell’s Opodeldoc c days, with Ibrihim Pacha, who would not
the table.
.
SOUTH AMEBICA
more unpleasant by the crowded state of the
the Morea
ed to Monday,
wretchedly unnasod m »1-leave
— ------------« - till all his soldiers were
The
engrossed
bill
to
establish
the
Terri

1
embarked. '1'he unfortunate Egyptians who
ship ;—and to Accommodate the Minister of
torial
Government
of
Huron,
was
read
the
MEXICO.
the Netherlands, who lias an estate at St.
-E AROMATIC SNUw iliave been landed ave in a state of misery
MONDAY, JAN. 19.
third
time,
passed,
and
sent
to
the
Senate
for
Martins» whelm his lady resides, andtpaf6
s celebrated in cases nf s worthy of pit v, and a great number of them j Important news has been received from
The resolution submitted by Mr McKinfoni General Harrison, a short respite from
, dizziness, dimness
die daily.—Tile married men will remain at ji this country. By the arrival of the Leoni- 1 ley, directing the Committee on Foreign re concurrence.
the horrors of sea sickness, the Captain obli
, lowness of sniim J
Alexandria ; the others are sent to Cairo.
i■ das at New-York, from Vera Cruz, which lations to enquire whether the appointment
gingly consented to stop a "day or two at thè
weakness kr
W mounces
A telegraphic
from
Toulon an- ' she left Dec. 28,«»
THURS.DAYi JAN.
intelligence is
»teful
thal the despatch
l/,-h,
Patras,
‘s.'.brought that of th • King of tire Netherlands, as umpire in
Much of the attention of the House was above mentioned Island. 1'he day after out
iith despatches: ■ Atoirai De Rigny i
“he ‘ the controversy between the United States
arrival, a despatch was received from St.
oi roots and aromatic heli!'
F t?’ " R S y gained me a
’
1
and Great Britain, relative to the North bestowed upon a consideration of Resolu Barts acquainting Us of a pri vateeFs having
ecessarv for all
! = vpnnrtR
reports that the Castle of the
Morea surren'"'1' Cant.
”>
vhe Moiea
sun en I g“
_____
Bugnon, of the Leonitions brought forward by Mr. Gbrley, to au
Western
Boundary
ofthe
United
States,
.itthesick Price50™,d«-ed on the 30th of October, ^ndthanhe
after having !I ^“rrlnorts
^Ports that the Guerrero party had were in conformity with the Constitution, thorize a grant of 500,000 acres of land to taken a quantity of valuable merchandize
from ail American brig, and that the priva
Wl"sl been cannonaded for four hours,M n
possession of the capital, and the President, was taken into consideration, and after some the state of Louisiana, for the purpose of teci’ was at the time in the harbor. The in
is entirely
I “7
¿A
ontferfuT’coSMS 1IMorea
also ann<Wnc
,e*thatevacuated.
*>“ sn'>’ T
' ¿Ji A n Congress, and other members of the govern remarks by Mr McKiriTey, in explanation, opening a canal from thejiver Mississippi to telligence was confirmed by the Énglish
-*also announces that each ship had erected a ment had been obliged to seek safety in flight. agreed to/ Mr. Johnson, of Kentucky, from lake Ponchartrain.
The resolution was
brig of war jeany, who politely ran down ex
n.dice, sickness of
r battelT on shore t0 reduce the fort'
That Alvarado and most of the country the Committee on Post Offices and Post amended and laid on the table.
The
House
then
went
into Committee of pressly to communicate the same informa
PARIS, NOV. 17
towns had declared for Guerrero ; that a Roads, to which had been referred various
rant of appetite,
Tte
'
------------tion. We immediately got under way, leav
Le Precurseur ,de Lyons gives the follow body of 800 troops of the Guerrero party petitions, remonstrating against the trans the Whole on the State of the Union, Mr. ing the Ministers on shore, and as soon aS
! solids, enrich the bloodani
had been encamped 8 or 10 days withm 5 miles portation and delivery of the mail ort the Martin, of South Carolina,-in the chair, and possible after anchoring, the Governor was
vhole system. No taveii ing news from Teulon, dated Nov. 10:—“ His Majesty’s brig La Chamenoise, Capt. of
... Vera
.—Cruz
--------ar.d an attack’was hourly ex- Sabbath, reported that it was inexpedient resumed the consideration of the bill for the waited upon by the Captain, and a demand
t them. Price 12j cents»
Ellin, arrived in our roads yesterday eve- i pected. There'were only about 500 troops for Congress to interfere with the existing preservation and repair of the Cumberland made, that the schooner should be given up
L. OSBORN, Kennebunk rung.’ He reports, that having approached j m the place. The officers were consulting laws on the subject. Several resolutions road.
Mr. Archer delivered his sentiments at as a pirate.—After a procrastination of two
the town of Algier s, the Dey had sent to him i as to the expediency of surrendering, and were submitted and adopted—and several
the same,
days, .the Governor and Council refused
despatches for Cairt. La Bntonoiere, com-' making the best terms they could, expect- bills from the House of Representatives length iii opposition to the bill, and occupied either to deliver up the vessel or to order
mapding the blockade, which contain
o what course th^v
i ------propo-1-----------------ing, however, ------pursue
they nnnia
could were read, and ordered to a second reading. the residue nf the morning.
When, theCommittee rose, and thereupon her from the port.
; the plunder of the city would be inevitable.
sals for peace, very advantageous forFrance.
1
“ Determined not to let lose à BucCanie?
The
House adjourned.
As
Capt.
B.
came-out
of
the
harbor,
he
ob

□Tie same brig has brought despatches from
TUESDAY, JAN. 20.
to prey upon bur commerce, and believing
served
large
volumes
of
smoke
rising
from
the commander of the blockade for the Gov
The bill for the continuation of the Cum
Chief Justice Marshall on the Constitu she was our lawful prize if once in our power,
the city, and supposes the work of destruc
ernment.”
was determined to send in our boats with
berland
Road,
westwardly
from
Zanesville,
tion.
— We rejoice to find that the experi it
A courier, who arrived yesterday from tion had commenced.
was ordered to a third reading. A bill ( vriA/VM
„„„ venerable Marshall has expressed mufF.ed oars at midnight, and cut her out
enced
and
The
U.
S.
ship
Falmouth,
was
at
Vera
Naples, has brought the news of the conclu 
amendingthe Judicial act of the U. States, ¡
opinion in favor of limiting the Presiden- from under the guns of the Swedish batteries.
sion of peace on the 28th ot October last, at Cruz when the Leonidas sailed.
so as to authorize a less number of Judges of! tial serv¡ce toone term. We feel most deeply The expedition was entrusted to our first
Vera
Cruz,
Dec.
26.
—
“
Since
mine
of
yes

Tripoli,
between
that
Government
and
the
37 1-2
Lieutenant, who shoved off from the Erie,
Kingdom of Naples; all vessels captured af terday, there has been a declaration both of the Supreme C ourt than a quorum to adjpurn ¡ impressed with theimportancé of tbisamend- (at the time in the outer harbor) at 1 o’clock
i’S ndted ITCH 01NT ter that date to be restored on both sides. the Army and Citizens of Vera Cruz, in favor the Court from day to day, at any timé after ' ment of the Cc/....;'.:,,;'..,..
Constitution and b.c./.d
should rejoice tc
to in the morning, in the midst of a tempest of
, which has stood the t« This happy conclusion of the differences be of Guerrero, and it is now believed that the day appointed for the meeting of the: s”e it adopted.” The ‘Natiotíarinteiífgencer wind and rain.
...........
” •
■the
’ Chief
• ■
the annexed-Ietter
from
er ointment, the pricet tween the two powers is due to the inter things will be quiet for a while, and a revival Court» was reported, from the Committee of:publishes
“ For a whole hour, nothing interrupted
the Judiciary, read twice, engrossed, passed, j Justice-on this subject.
n reduced' from 50 to .1 vention and the efforts of M. Rousseau, of business.”
the gloom of the ship*s company, who were
RICHMOND, TAN. 1st, 1829.
Another letter under date of Dec. 27, says ; and sent to the House.
French Consul General at Tiipoli, and of
anxiously watching the direction of the
Dear Sir :—I have received your speech boats, when suddenly the loud report of a
...ALSO...
M. Quesnel, Captain of His Majesty’s brig “ The affairs of this country are in a most
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 21.
deplorable state. Mexico has been pillaged
on the resolution amendatory of the Consti heavy gun from the battery announced that
Leventure.
tort's Billions Pilli
A Message in writing was received from tution, and thank you for sending it to me. the Vessel was in possession of our meri and
to a very large amount; and the whole coun
PARIS, NOV. 18
hesè Pills have been offer?
try is in a state of rebellion, 1 he Conducta the President of the United Spates, trans I have read it with great attention, and think
Mercantile letters, received from Madrid which left Mexico in November, [with 1,- mitting two Indian 1 Beaties which have been the argument against the re-eligibility of the getting under weigh. Lights were hoisted
»e sale of them hasexceedti
by the ship, ànd a second arid a third gun
line expectations of the pw bv express, announce that official intelli 300.00b dollars in specie] has been stopped ratified during the present session of Con President very strong. Public opinion is, I increased our uneasiness—but only for a few
may be fairly considered! gence has been received in that capital of in Puebla. The accounts from there to-day gress ; which was read.
believe, taking a decided direction towards moments—as the flash of the lightning show
destruction of the bands of malefactors lead every one to believe that Puebla, with
Adjourned.
ent of their many virtues, the
__________
this point ; and, I am disposed to think, in ed thè privateer rapidly advancing before
ry justly esteemed ford? -who for some time had disturbed the tran- the Conducta. will share the same fate as
its favor. Some difference. may exist re the wind i and running along side, informed
peration as a cathartic ini quility of the north
of Portugal.
1 ho, ene
one-: Mexico.
........ ..........
. - « • The
THURSDAY, JAN. 22.
specting the time for which the Chief Mag- us that not the slightest accident had occur»e is necessary— 1 hey àrq mies of the Portuguese nation had reckoned
The state of Zacatecas, Gen. Calderon m
Mr. Barnard presented the memorial of istrate ought to be elected—more, perhaps, ed. We instantly slipped our cable and ex
èigii remedy in all billi’omi; upon these bands, but all their hopes are Oajaca and Gen. Cm-tazar in Guanajuato about one thousand < f the inhabitants of the than on the propriety of his being re-eligible. tinguished our lights, as the batteries had
he head, stomach & bowl! disappointed.
City and County of Philadelphia, remonstraThe question is one of great interest and thrown their shot so neat' us as to render
have declared in favor of the Government.
reraonstraof Appetite, dizziness, wen
ting against the passage of
is not without difficulty. We any delay highly dangerous.
ot any law to prevent delicacy, and
a
‘ and1 transportation
"------------------------------------l iy perce
z. : iive the inconvenience of the pres-. ‘‘ (In waking the next morning, I found,
lie—they are likewise an«
I the opening
of the maps ofd may
From'England. -The English packet brig
Important and latest from Rio Janeiro.
nfectious diseases, removj Emily from Falmouth, via Halifax, arrived
arrangement much more cleariy than the ship at our old anchorage, off St. Mar
the United States on the Sabbath; which ent arranc
every kind by dissolving yesterday, with the December mail. She
The arrival at Baltimore of the schr. Yel- was ordered to lie on the table.
those which may result from any new and tins, whence we sailed last evening, on our
; morbid matter, helping's brings London dates one dav later than here lott, in 38 days from Rio Janeiro, brings the
Agreeably to notice yesterday given, Mr. untried system. In a great and powerful way to Curacoa, to land the Dutch Legation.
Important news that Mr. Fudor, American Johnson, ot Kentucky asked and obtained republic, nothing is more difficult than the Much noise will assuredly be made by fas
ng a lost appetite—a surer tofore received.
Bos. Pat. offKth ult
habits. 1 hey are so accci
The November packet, the Ariel, had not Charge d’Affairs at Rio Janeiro, concluded a leave to introduce a bill “ making provision disposition of the Executive power. Yet, tidious people, in consequence of infringing
seasons and hours, that tit arrived at Halifax, and nothing is known of Treaty between the United States and Bra for the payment of pensions to the widows though not very fond of experiments, I should the neutrality of the harbor of St. Bartholo
in summer or winter, atai her since she left Falmouth 'I'he Volant zil on the 12th December, and that a messen or children of pensioners, in certain cages, be disposed to try the effect of confining the mews. But you must bear in mind, that the
y, without regard to diet: arrived some time since at Halifax brought ger (Mr. Brown) was to have been the bear and for other purposes; which was twice Chief Magistrate to a single term.
Buenos Ayrean private armed vessels have,
With great respect, 1 am, Sir, your obt, servt. at the present moment no enemy but Spain,
er of it to our government, in the ship New- read and referred»
isiness. Their operationisi 15900 stand of arms, not 9000
J. MARSHALL.
On motion of Mr Dickinson, the Senate
,tual, that by experiences
We are indebted to the editors of the Orleans, which was to have sailed the next
whose merchant flag is never seen, and that
The Hon. Alexander Smyth, Washington» they are driven by necessity to acts of robbe
then proceeded to the consideration of Ex
cel any other physic beret Traveller fey the Nova Scotian, from which dav for New-York.
The U. S. frigate Hudson, Capt. Creigh ecutive business, and, after continuing with
ry/and are protected covertly in three isl
we have collected the following summary of
the public.
ton, arrived out» on the 29th Nov. from New- closed doors for about an hour»
e are covered witha cte the latest news.
JVrw
Senators in Congress.-—From ands of the West Indies, viz. St. ThortiaS» St.
Adjourned to Monday.
Lord Liverpool died Dec. 4, leaving behind York. The U. S. ship Boston, sailed a few
design of the Good Saina!
Maine, Peleg Sprague, for six years from the Eustatia and St. Barts, where they are prin
him the reputation of an able and successful days before the 13th on a secret cruise.—
ents name thereon.
4th March next, in place of Gen. Chandler. cipally Owned. This fact has been clearly
mini'ter. His demise was rather unexpect The British sloop of war Tribune had taken
John Holmes to fill the vacancy occasioned proved in the late instance of the trial and
—ALSO—
possession of the British ship Nestor, captur HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. by the resignation of A. K. Parris; his term condemnation of the pirates at St. Christoar the time it took place.
Jaundice Bitten edThe
ed
by
a
Buenos
Ayrean
privateer
and
afterTHURSDAY, JAN. 15.
King’s health and spirits are said to
ph«£s. It is the opinion of the most intelli
will expire" on the 4th March, 1833.
waids re-captured by the Brazilian squadron
37 !“2
In Massachusetts, Nathaniel Silsbee has gent men in this part of the world» that if ac
The Pension bill occupied most of the day,
be irood.
and
carried
into
Montevideo
and
condemned,
Theaccession of the Marquis of Salisbury,
in Committee of the whole. That having been re-elected. Mr. Knight has been re tive measures «re not adopted to crush the
s Celebrated Eye W-altti
and of Viscotmts Sidmouth and Lowther, to and Ordered for Rio, under convoy of a Bra- been put aside, on motion of Mr. Mercer, elected in Rhode Island.
hydra, thatthe*evil will increase to an alarm
of the above is kept in Ke the British ministry, is confidently rumored. zilian sloop of war. This procedure it is the blank in the bill for the preservation and
In New York, Charles E. Dudley, Mayor ing degree.
LLIE-—in WellsbyN.Me
“ I pray you to excuse this careless scroll,
Efforts are in train at Liverpool to prevent said had given offence to the Emperor.
repair of the Cumberland road, was filled of Albany, has been chosen in place of Mr
Capt. Murphy of theYellott has brought with 100,000 dollars, by a vote of 83 to 76. Van Burén, resigned.
y E. Goodale anfl G. Coe—i the re-election of Mr Huskisson.
which is not only written currente calamo,
eler & Tufts—by the Dr»!
England haspaid about £5,000,000 sterling, despatches for the State and Navy Depart The committee then took up the bill to pro
in Delaware, John H. Clayton in place of hut during a chase, and the firing of our
heavy bow guns, which not only shake the
d and Boston, and by sell in all, to obtain the abolition of the slave ments.
vide tor an exploring expedition, and having H. M. Ridgeley.
The Editorsof the Baltimore American filled the blank with 50,000 dollars» rose and
principal town5?from Mia» trade
In Kentucky, George M, Bibb in place of ship, but the brain. We are desired to close
.
’1'he London University is proceeding most have received a file of Buenos Ayres papers reported the two bills which had been acted Col. Richard M. Johnson. In Ohio, Judge our communications, as the boat is getting
to the 18th Nov. From the Buenos Ayres on, which were then ordered to be read a 3d Burnet succeeds Gen. Harrison. In Illinois, ready to send on board the prize. From Cur
eow.ly. prosperously.
The reports, that the Duke of Wellington Gazette of the 18th Nov. they learn time. A bill was reported from the Select Mr. M’Lean succeeds Mr. Thomas. Mr. acoa, we proceed to land Gen» Harrison at
had decided to adopt conciliatory measures, that “ the Portuguese have evacuated Colo Committee on retrenchments, on Indian esti Tazewell; has been re-elected from Virginia, Maracaibo, from thence we steer direct to
on the subject of. the Catholic Claims, are nia, and preparations were making for^the mates, and another to make elections of the Mr. Hayne from South Carolina; and Ex. Pensacola.”
departure 6f-tiie Imperial troops from Mon assistant clerks’of both Houses by the Hous Gov. Troup will take the place of Mr. Prince
repeated.
_
.
.Additional Particulars.-fVhe prisoners
The campaign in the^East is over for the tevideo, leaving only 1500 men, stipulated in es. Mr. Wickliffe also laid a resolution on of Georgia on the 4th of March. In New taken in the Federal were six men, a prize
the table relative to a change of the rules by Jersey there are two Senators to be chosen, master, and a person who stated that he
season. /A levy of 30,000 men is ordered in , the treaty.
which the elections of the house shall be by Mr. Bateman having resigned his seat on ac was on a visit to the schooner when she was
Russia.
USSia.
, .
í
i WUWllUMMWMISM
(S FOR SALE A FEW
representer, to
The Grand Seignor is represented
w be
uc |
postAGF
the viva voce votes of members, as they are count of ill health, and Mr. Dickerson’s taken. These persons, with one of the sea
full of determination, but hopes are held out
i
.
called in alphabetical order by the Clerk.
»rd Street
term expires on the 4th of March.
men, are on board the Erie ; the remaining
tha* he may be induced to listen to terms of j q'he Postmaster General transmitted his
five seamen were brought into Pensacola by
■st quality. Likewise,aqM „etce
annual Report to Congress, on Wednesday
: a small advance from cosi
Too good to be lost.—.\nvm^\. the items of the Federal. The Federal had discharged
Friday, JAN. 16.
1 Tu^suf Pacha, it is said, has received 200,- ! ]ast, shewing the amount of revenue upto
her crew at St. Barts, and hired these meh,
000 ducats and an asylum in Russia as the ; the 31st March, 1828. The following is a
The select committee on retrenchment re news brought by the French packets, we some of her old crew» to do daily work on
found the following in an evening contempo
price
of
his
treason.
:
recapitulation
of
the
statement,
from
which
ported
bills
to
regulate
printing
and
distribut

price of his treason.
board.
1 r
Reports of
and cabals in the ¡t will be seen that the btate otNew-Yoik ing the U.S.laws. Mr, Wickliffe’s resolution rary :
-r discontents
-i:----The Federal is a long low Baltimore built
The French papers state that Vladisikla,
Russian army
army are
are re
repeated. The Poles are paid within a fraction of one fourth ot the to alter the mode of voting in elections by the
Russian
schooner, of about 130 tons—mounts one me
peated, to those with wlj®
House was discussed, but not decided. The King of Hungary and Poland, was killed at dium 12, and two 12 pound cannonades. In
said to be concerned in it and that one object whole revenue of that Department,
.
u to
m make
Constantine Emperor.
Emperor.
|I
Albany Dai. Adv.
•iber has accounts, thatt t>
bill in relation to certain claims of citizens of Varna.”
is
make Constantine
This news is three hundrèd and eighty- her log book, it is stated, that the first and
rouble and expense, be settk
At the last dates Constantinople was quiet.
quiet.■'
.
^26,997 64 Georgia was discussed in committee of the five years old, Uladislaus having been dead second mates of the Nymph, gave Captain
According to letters ^"
from’.Odessa
Odessa of
Nov. New^ampshirc>
ofNov.
14,582 86 whole and reported to the House without for that length of time. He fell in 1444. Taylor a written statement that the propertyave engaged Wood and ft19, Burgos surrendered to the Russian for Vermont,
14,672 05 amendment. The Bill to provide for an But a morning contemporary made better taken from the brig Nymph, was Brazilian
id, that to be acceptable,^
101,855 58 Exploring Expedition, and appropriating work still with the news yesterday, m the property. It appeared, however, that the
ces Nov. 14,
Massachusetts,
ted soon.
14,989 82 fifty thousand dollars for that object, passed.
Rhode Island,
following item :
.,
, „ ,
, second mate left the brig Nymph at sea, and
BURLEIGH SMAR1
32,846 45 —Adjourned.
shipped on board the privateer.”
“
Uladislas,
King
of
Hungary
and
Poland,
!
Connecticut,
Dec. 20, 1828.
GREECE.
j
252,875 99
lost his WIFE at Varna.”
I New-York,
17,511 65
As all Ibrahim Pacha’s troops had evacu-1 New-Jersey,
SATURDAY, JAN. 17.
The Buenos Ayrean privateer Federal,
From all which it appears that Varna was
137,729 89
ated the Morea. the country is in fact tree Pennsylvania,
Mr. Wickliffe’s resolution to change the an unlucky place for the family of Uladislaus. captured by the U. S. ship Erie as a pirate,
4,922 09 mode of elections by the House was laid on
from Turkish oppressions. They are n®w Delaware,
The above ihorceaus were probably found arrived at Pensacola Dec. 23, from St. Mar
61,022 71 the,table.—Some tiine having been spent on ed on a statement in a late French paper, tins, under command of Lieut. H. W. Morris.
anxious for a treaty with the 1 or.e, but the Maryland,
TDE RIMMED wM
36,473 55 the Georgia Claims and on private bills, the that the Czar, had sent twelve pieces of can
Porte turns a deaf ear to every proposal Ohio,
2,335 16 House adjourned.
tending to recognize their independence. Michigan Territory,
non, captured at Varna, to Poland, tor the
or quality.—Also 1m .
Privateer Federal.—The Editors of the
11,681 50
They will be solei lowng
The Ambassadors of the three allied pow District of Columbia,
purpose of forming a monument to the mem Baltimore American, in reference to the
9,122 85
ers Russia. France, and England had inter Canada and Kingston Mails,
ory of Uladislaus, who was killed at Varna. case of the Federal, say—“ We have been
inquire at the Printing-O®
Monday,Jan. 19.
73,406 74
nosed with a view to peace in Greece, and Virginia,
The French editor unluckily forgot to men informed by a gentleman, lately returned
28.
Numerous petitions were presented and tion the date of that said event.
28,229 77
had proposed to the Porte to send an am North Carolina,
from Buenos Ayres, that the Federal was
45,148 09 tour private bills were passed, and sent^ to
bassador to Poros. in Greece to negotiate, South Carolina,
New-York Courier.
formerly called the Richard G. Cox, of Bal
eriodìcals.
the
Senate
for
their
concurrence.
The
44,005 91
The Porte refused peremptorily, but invited Georgia,
timore, and that she was a regularly commis
26,792 65 House went into a Committee of the Whole
the plenipotentiaries of two of them, Eng Kentucky,
Advocate, for January,.4 Book.—LorenZo Dow is about publish sioned privateer, and sailed from Buenos
31,^45
53
on
the
state
of
the
Union,
Mr.
Martin,
of
land and France, to come to Constantinople Tennessee,
ZE AC her, for January,
ing a strange sort of book, entitled ‘r Onifari- Ayres about the beginning of September,
18,106 11 South Carolina, in the Chair, and took up ous Law Exemplified, how to Curse and after the Secretaries had returned from Rio,
To this the latter refused to , accede
Examiner, for sep1, ano had '; Alabama» ‘
the
bill
for
the
preservation
and
repair
of
10,461
25
where
they
were
Mjssjssippi
,
z for Subscribers, at
agreed to come to Naples, i
Swear, Lie, Cheat, and Kill, according to but before the arrival of the Deputies, and
28,893 69 the Cumberland Road. Mr. Buchanan op Law.” The cast of the work is no doubt before peace was officially promulgated.
L. REMICH’S BookstJ
speedily expected at the last dates.
Jtis stated 'pMMana.
posed
the
measure
in
an
able
and
luminous
7,905
00
The Morning Herald says. “ It
simi-religio politico, and, if put into a library,
President^
8,551 52 speech ; and was followed by Mr. Storrs, in would make every other volume jump out.
from Syra, 'SKer^thXttbe
Gv»vk.. 2, T.At
An agent for the Federal the vessel recent 
1,195 46 support of it. On motion by Mr. Strong, the All of you know Lorenzo Dow, a man that
Greece, has at length consented to cad a i Arkansas Territory,
3,802 78 Committee rose and reported progress, and never bought a razor in his life, and. whose ly captured near St. Barts, by the boats of the.
National Assembly, and appointed Poros as | F*lorida q'erVitory
obtained leave to sit again. The House ad chin by this time would defy old Hodge, and Erie, has gone to Washington to represent
meeting;; but all the Greexs.
the place of meeting
ssortment of
the affair to Government,
§1,058,204
34
journed
at 3 o’clock.
prefer
Damala,
because
the
freedom
of
opm-1
Grand
Total,
call aloud for the operation of the chisel.
prel
Sale at this Office
ion will be less checked there by the presGeorgetown Harvest.
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FOREIGN NEWS.

U. STATES LEGISLATURE.

President Monroe.—Mr. Rives asked and
obtained leave to present a memorial of citi
zens of the County of Albemarle, in the State
of Virginia, praying Congress to re-consider
the claims of Mr. Monroe, late president of
the United States, upon the Government,
and to remunerate him for his losses and sac
rifices in the service of his country ; which
memorial was received, and ordered to be
referred to a Select Committee to consist of
seven members.
Cumberland Road.—The House then
went into Committee of the Whole upon the
State of the Union,Mr. Martin in the Chair,
and resumed the consideration of the Cumbedand Road bill.
Mr. Weems and Mr. Smith, of Indiana,
delivered their sentiments : the one in oppo
sition to the bill, the other in its warm de
fence.
When, on motion of Mr. Mercer, the
Committee rose, and the
House adjourned.

John W. Smith had
2
Joseph S. Jewett was then declared elected
in concurrence.
Mr. Emerson, from the committee on that
part of the Governor’s Speech that relates
to debtor and creditor, reported for reasons
set forth, that legislation is inexpedient.
Read and accepted, sent down for concur
rence.

TUESDAY, FEB. 3.

The resolve authorizing the purchase of &
number of Williamson’s hibtury of Maine
By the arrival at New-York of the packet TWENTIETH CONGRESS.......SECOND SESSION
was taken up.
ship Napoleon, Liverpool dates to Dec. 24th,
Mr. AdanmffP. opposed the passage of
and London to Dec. 23, have been received.
' SENATE.
the resolve and moved that it be indefinitely
We acknowledge the attention of our cor
postponed and stated his reasons therefor—
MONDAY, JAN. 26.
respondents of the. National Advocate in
Mr. Baldwin of M. also advocated the mo
Hon. John Holmes of Maine appeared, was
Sending us the latest Liverpool paper.
tion, which motion was opposed and the pas
qualified and took his seat. No business of
Bos. Pat.
sage of the resolve advocated, by Mr. Bourne
interest having been transacted, and
? The Young Queen of Portugal waspresent- general
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. of K. Smith of N. Ruggles of T. Clark <4 H.
some time having been spent on Executive
Pond of B. Kidder of M. and Kent of: B
ed to the King of England on the 22d, with business, the Senate adjourned.
THURSDAY, JAN. 29.
when the question on the motion for post
great parade, and with “ all th? honeys due
Mr. Appleton, of Alfred, was appointed on ponement was taken and passed in the affir
to a crowned head.”
the committee on so much of the Governor’s mative 66 for and 56 again s*.
TUESDAY, JAN. 27.
t The first division of the Portuguese refu
Speech as relates to the Tariff* in the room
Mr. Penton, from the Committee on Mili
The order submitted a few days since by
gees were to embark on the 24th, under the
of Mr. Holmes.
tary Affairs, to which were referred several
Mr. Smith of Newfield for inquiring whether
command of General SaldanhA.
any reasons existed for an inquiry as to the
The Winter had been unusually mild and resolutions respecting thè Army, reported a
FRIDAY, JAN. 30.
bill in part (Mr. B. said the Committee had
expediency of removing the Adjutant Gener
open in England.
On motion of Mr. Adams of P.
al was taken up and indefinitely postponed.
The papers from Lisbon, are to Dec. 13th, not concluded upon the whole,) which was
Ordered, that the committee on Finance
inclusive. The bulletins’relative to Don read once.
be directed to consider and report what sum
Mr. Benton from the same Committee, to
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 4.
Miguel’s health, from the 6th to the 12th,
it is expedient to raise By a tax on polls and
are drawn up in the same words—“ His which was referred the memorial of the
Mr. Adams of P. from the committee on Fi
estates for the support of government the nance to whom was referred au order of the
State of Missouri, praying for the defence of
Majesty continues without any change.”
present year.
IBT he French and German papers continue the frontier, and the inland trade with Mex
House directing them to consider and report
On motion of Mr. Appleton of A.
to publish details of the retreat of the Rus ico, against the attack of the Indians, report
what sum it is expedient to raise for the sup
THURSDAY, JAN. 29.
Ordered, That the committee on the Judi port of government the present year by a
sians from Silistria. The Journal des De ed a bill, which was read once,
A
bill
was
reported
by
Mr.
Vance,
from
ciary be instructed to inquire into the expe tax on Polls and Estates, submitted an order
On motion of Mr. Seymour, the Senate
bats, insists that the Russian army, halffami.hed, and in the most miserable condition, then proceeded to the consideration of a bill the Committee on Military Affairs, to abol diency of altering the third section of an act providing for the raising the sum of forty nine
ish the office of Major General, and to regu entitled an act additional to an act to secure
for
the
relief
of
Thomas
L.
Winthrop
and
is quitting Bulgaria in all directions. So
brevet rank in the army. Mr. Alex to owners their property in logs, masts, thousand nine hundred and eighty eight dol
great was the misery in the camp before the others, directors of the New-England Mis late
ander, from the committee on the District of sparsand other timber in certain cases, pass lars in the same ratio as was provided for in
sissippi
Land
Company,
and
after
debate
raising of the siege, that nearly 500 men died
the tax act of the last year—read and passed
Columbia, reported a bill concerning the ed Feb. 11,1823.
in the entrenchments on the 3d and 4th, between Messrs. Seymour and Kane,
and the committee directed to prepare and
importation
of
Slaves
into
the
District
of
Co

On
motion,
of
Mr.
Kent
of
B.
The
Senate
adjourned.
•without reckoning those who were killed in
report a bill accordingly,
lumbia, and for other purposes. The residue
Ordered,
That
the
committee
on
the
Judi

the continual sorties of the Turks.
A bill to establish the Franklin Bank in
of
the
session
was
chiefly
occupied
with
the
ciary
be.
instructed
to
inquire
into
the
expe

These and other German accounts appear
WEDNESDAY. JAN. 28.
discussion of the bill for the preservation and diency of authorizing towns if they think the town of Hallowell with a Capital of fifty
to have been somewhat exaggerated. The
Mr. Berrien gave.notice that he.should, to repair of the Cumberland Road, but no final proper to choose harbor Masters with power thousand dollars, was read twice add Friday
St. Petersburg Gazette contains a bulletin,
next assigned for a third reading.
to regulate the harbors in their several
giving an account of the operations of the morrow, move that the Senate go into Exec vote was taken.
A bill authorizing a reduction of the Capi-_
towns.
Russian army from Oct. 17 to Nov. 10. It utive business, and Mr.. B. said he should
tai Stock of the Waterville Bank 25,000 dois,
.
•
FRIDAY, JAN. 30.
Resolve in favor of Seth Spring read once passed to be enacted. The capital is now
appears that it had been compelled by early have given this notice yesterday, had it not
Mr. .Hamilton reported, from the Commit and Thursday next assigned for a second
Winter to retire across the Danube, and that been for the unexpected motion to adjourn.
The following resolution was submitted by tee on Retrenchment, a Bill to organize a reading, in the mean time committed to 75,000 dois, and by the bill is reduced, to
Varna only and the fortress of Kalafat re
50,000 dois.
Mr.
Branch.
Board for the settlement of claims against Messrs. Jewett of B. Vance of B. and Selden
main as the fruit of the campaign. The re
Major General of'the 5th Division.
/?esolved,That the Committee on Indian the Government, to increase the duties of of N.
treat into winter quarters appears to have
Agreeably to assignment the House pro
On motion of Mr. Bradbury of H.
been conducted with as little loss as the Affairs be instructed to inquire into the ex the Attorney General, and for other purpo
ceeded to ballot for a Major General in’lieu
Ordered, That Messrs. Bradbury of FI.)
state of the weather and roads would admit. pediency of making an appropriation of money ses. The Joint Resolution which originated
of Genet al Fessenden resigned, when on the
After the army had withdrawn from Shumla for the purpose of extinguishing the title to in the Senate, making a majority of votes ne Kidder of M. and Lufkin of P with such as fourth ballot Col. Joseph S Jewett was
it was attacked by a chosen body of 8000 the remaining Indian reservations of land in cessary, in each House, to the election of the Senate may join be a committee to inquire elected. The votes were for Col. Jewétt 74,
printer, was ordered to a third reading. into the expediency of amending the law au for General J. W. Smith 60, Scattering 7—
Turkish horse, who are stated to have been North Carolina.
The House then passed to the bill to contin thorizing of trespass against Sheriffs and whereupon Col, Jewett was declared elected
defeated ; after which this corps pursued
ue in force an act to authorize the City of Deputy Sheriffs, in certain cases.
its march, suffering much, however, from
THURSDAY, JAN. 29.
the part of the House arid notice thereof
Leave was given on the petition of Mary on
the cold and rainy weather.
Mr. Dudley from New-York, was qualifi Washington to draw Lotteries. The bill
sent to the Senate.
With respect to Gen. Geismar, the ac ed and took his Seat. The bill to authorize was recommitted, with instructions to report Hall and Betsey Randall to withdraw.
The motion of Mr. McCobb of P. to recon
On motion of Mr. Shapleigh of B.
counts are contradictory—some say that he subscriptions by theU. States to the stock of- a provision prohibiting the sale of lottery
Ordered, That Messrs. Shapleigh of B. sider the vote whereby the House postponed
has been reinforced at Crajovaby 4000 fresh the Louisville and Portland Canal Company, tickets in the District of Columbia. Adj.
Pearlee of W. and Hunt of A. with such as indefinitely the Resolve relating to William
troops, others, that he has been attacked in passed. The remainder of the session was
the Senate may join be a committee to inquire son’s History of Maine, was discussed, but
his camp at Katafat* and compelled to aban principally spent on Executive business.
MAINE
LEGISLATURE.
into the expediency of altering the law reg the hour having arrived,which was assigned
don it.
ulating Divorce and the propriety of passing for balloting for Major "General, the subject
for that time without a decision be*
Greece.—The ambassadors of the allied
SENATE.
FRIDAY, JAN. 30.
an additional law further regulating the subsided
ing had.
powers were at Poros on the 17th of Novem
THURSDAY,
JAN.
29.
same.
The session was principally spent in Exec
ber. The accounts from Toulon state that
The petition of John C. Friezre setting
Resolve in favorii Seth Spring was taken
ordershave been received for the return of utive business, but it being transacted in se
THURSDAY, FEB. 6. '
forth improper conduct in Benjamin Colby,
.the troops, which have been followed by cret session the results are not known, the from the files and passed to be engrossed.
Esq. of Fairfield, in his official character and
The bill incorporating and-endowing with
other orders directing the embarkation of injunction of secrecy not having been yet re Sent down for concurrence
Bin additional to incorporate the proprie praying for his removal by impeachment the grant of half a township of land to Alfred
moved.
fresh troops.
tors of Old Town Bridge, passed to be enact was read and referred to the committee who Academy was taken up, Mr. Vance ofB.
have under consideration the petition of Mo moved an indefinite postponement, Mr. Ap
ed.
Adjourned.
ses Pelton.
pleton of A. Bourne of K. and Stevens of B.
The Revolution in Mexico.—July last, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Petition of Abiel Hall and others of the opposed the motion and advocated the pas
FRIDAY, JAN. 30.
an election took place for a President to
FRIDAY, JAN. 23.
Bill repealing an act relating to Red Oak town of Alfred for an increase of the tax im sage of the bill—Mt. Vance or B. and Gow
Succeed Gen. Victoria, whose term of ser
posed by law on venders ot ardent spirits was en of A. advocated the postponement, which
Some discussion took place on the joint res
vice had expired. The candidates were olution reported by Mr. vVickliffe from the Hogshead Shooks ; bill to incorporate the read and referred to the committee on the on being put passed in the affirmative.
General Guerrero and General Pedraza, the 'Committee on Retrenchment, prohibiting proprietors of the Bangor Pier Corporation ; Judiciary, sent up.
The Secretary of State came in with a
latter of whom was elected. The most the use of the public stationary in transmit bill to setoff Washington Remick from Kit
Elias Thomas Esq. Treasurer elect sub message from the Governor, transmitting
prominent partizan of the unsuccessful can ting pamphlets, packages, &c. not ordered to tery to Eliot- and to repeal a former act mitted his bond.
pursuant to an order of the House the dopgs
didate was General Santa Anna, who assum- be
. printed by Congress. Mr. Storrs moved for the same purpose; were read a second
On motion of Mr. Adams of P.
of the late and present Land Agent which
ed arms to sustain the pretensions of his fa- to amend, the resolution, by limiting the time and passed to be engrossed, sent down
Ordered, That the committee on State were committed to the committee on State
vorite. Fie fortified himself in the castle of quantity to the value of ten dollars at every for concurrence.
Lands.
Lands
be
instructed
to
inquire
into
the
ex

M r. Healy had leave of absence after this
Perote, and soon enlisted in his favor tire ’session ; but at the request of Mr. Vance, he
pediency of providing by law that the Land
Mr. Shaw of W. called up the ordey pro
day.
provinces of Oaxaca and Guanaxato. Gen. !withdrew his proposition, when Mr. Vance
Agent shall make report to the Legislature viding for the appointment of a committee of
Guerrero and his party were the advocates moved to amend by prohibiting the use of
of all his official acts and proceedings during the Legislature to visit the State Prison ahd
of the expulsion of the Spaniards, and Pedra- any
1
SATURDAY, JAN. 31.
the preceding year on or before the second make a thorough investigation into the state
public stationary by members of Con
za and his adherents in favor of allowing 'gress. On this question he asked the ayes
The Secretary of State came in and laid Wednesday of each session, read and sent up and condition of the same and thè doings of
them to remain in the country.
and noes,- which were ordered, when Mr. on the-table a message from the Governor for concurrence. Adjourned*to half past 9 the present and late Warden thereof, and
Orf the 30th of November, at night, a.t^rz- 'Cambreleng moved the indefinite postpone transmitting the Report of the Military Board o’clock to-morrow.
the manner in which the monies have been
to for the expulsion of the Spaniards was ment of the resolution, on which the ayes and requested by order of Jan. 28th, read and re
expended for building additional cells. The
given, and the Regiment of Artillery, and noes were ordered. The hour having elaps ferred to the committee on Militia, See. sent
passage of the order was advocated by the
SATURDAY,JAN. 31.
one or two Regiments of Militia revolted. ed before any question was taken, and the down for, concurrence.
piover and opposed by Mr. Dole of A. Mr.
The
committee
on
the
State
Prison
made
On the 1st of December an action began in House refusing to suspend the rule, the dis
Also a message transmitting information
Ruggles of T. and Mr.Swan of P. and Clark
the suburbs, between the revolters and Gov cussion was arrested. The House then took respecting the Report of Jonathan Thayer report which was read and accepted and 200 of H. Before Mr. C. concluded his remarks,
ernment troops, and night only put a stop to up the subject of the Georgia claims when and Timothy Pilsbury a committee appoint copies ordered to be printed for the use of the House adjourned without taking the
the firing. On the 2d day at day break, the the motion of Mr. Thompson, to reverse the ed by the Council to examine the State Pris the members.
question.
A bill authorizing the town of Bath to tax
fight was renewed, and after some hot work unfavorable report of the Committee on In on,dead and laid on the table.
the
owners
of
dogs
passed
to
be
engrossed.
the rebels advanced a few squares, All the dian Affairs was rejected and the report of
Mr. Hilton, from the committee to whom
Reuel Washburn, the administration candi
A communication was read from Daniel
Convent tops were occupied by Government. the Committee was agreed to. The House was referred tlie bond of Elias Thomas,
On the 3d, the rebels lost three or four guns, then in Committee of the Whole, acted on Treasurer elecù reported that the commit Rose inviting an investigation into his doings date for Congress in Oxford district, has
presented a memorial to the Executive of
and were forced hack to their old posts. The varjous private bills.
tee had examinred, and are of opinion that as late Warden of the State’s Prison which this State, setting forth that at the Sep
loss on both sides was about equal, perhaps
ip.
the same is good and sufficient. Read and was read and sent up.
On the petition o:f Washington Remick a tember election in that district, on voting
100 or 200 killed each day. On the 4th
accepted, sent down for concurrence.
for Representative to Congress in Canton,
SATURDAY, JAN. 24.
December the fighting was renewed with
Resolve in favor of Old 1'own Bridge Cor bill was reported, read twice and Monday Otis Hay ford put in a vote with the names
greater violence. At noon one-convent sur
On motion of Mr. Bates, of Missouri, it poration was taken up and indefinitely post next assigned for a third reading.
rendered th tough a forged order, purporting was
A bill to provide for the publicity of attach of George French and Nathaniel Howe, can
poned in concurrence.
to come from the President, (Pedraza ;) and
ments on real Estate was read twice and didates ioi-the Senate, upon.it; and that al
Resolved, That the Committee on Mili
the bells being immediately rung, a panic tary Affairs be instructed to inquire whether
Thursday next assigned.for a third reading though he immediately discovered his mis
MONDAY, FEB. 2.
take, the Selectmen would not allow him to
and 250 copies ordered to be printed.
was spread through the Government troops. any, and if any, what legislative measures
Bill authorising the town of Bath to gssess
In three hours the victors were in possession are necessary to preserve peace with the In
Reuben Buck had leave to withdraw his take it out, but returned one-vote for each of
those gentlemen
and that the Selectmen
of the Palace and all the convents, and then dians on the Western Frontier, and to pro a tax op the owners of dogs, passed to be en petition.
of Brighton returned one vote each for Rob
the canaille of the town, with the victorious tect the commercial intercourse of our citi grossed in concurrence.
Bill
repealing
part
of
an
act
to
establish.
ert P Dunlap, John L. Megquier and Theo
soldiers, rushed to the Parian and Portales, zens with the Mexican States, on the route
MONDAY, FEB. 2.
dore Ingalls, all ot which werépùt in upon
and a few other shops, and in two hours established by this Government between Damariscotta Canal ; to prevent the des
A bill repealing an Act relating to red oak one ballot, and were consequently illegal:
truction
of
Alewives
in
Little
River
in
the
cleared out a property estimated at from the State of Missouri, in Santa Fe, in the
hogshead Shooks passed tobe engrossed.
town
of
Perry,
passed
to
be
engrossed.
Sent
he therefore prays for a certificate of his
three to five millions, and making no distinc- Province of New Mexico.
A bill to sei off Washington Remick from election to Congress, inasmuch as he had a
down for concurrence.
Adjourned.
between Spaniard and Mexican. The lead
Mr. Bartlett moved the following resolu
Kittery to Eliot passed to be engrossed.
majority of all the legal votes. The Coun
ers of the insurgents were Garcia, who died tion, viz.
A bill authorizing the reduction of the cil reported on the memorial, that th ¿'Exec*
TUESDAY, FEB. 3.
of his wounds; Sorata, the three lolsas,
Resolved, That the Committee on Re
Capital Stock of the Waterville Bank passed utive have no power to look beyond the legal
two Frenchmen, and another.
_ ■
Bill to set off Washington Remick from to be engrossed.
trenchment be instructed to inquire into the
returns ; and no person having a majority of
Guerrero arrived on the third day with expediency of causing the desks and tables Kittery to Eliot, came up amended for con
A bill allowing the corporation of the Win the votes legally returned, it became the du
fresh troops, and decided the contest. He is of the members to be removed from the Rep currence, and the Senate concurred.
throp Bank a further time to settle their af ty of the Governor to order a new election.
acting wisely and trying to make up the ad resentatives’ Hall.
Resolve authorizing the Governor to nego fairs was read a third time and passed to be
The Governor approved the report. Never
ministration nearly as it was before. It
tiate with the Penobscot Indians for the engrossed.
This resolution having been read—
no doubt is entertained, that accord
consists of the same Presidents and Minis
The question was put—“ Will the House transfer of two townships of land to the State
A bill giving a- bounty for killing Crows theless,
ing to the usage established by the House of
ters, except Pedraza ;—Pedraza and Filiso- now consider the same ?” and it was decided passed to be engrossed in concurrence.
was read twice.
la, the commander and chief, have left the in the negative.
Bill to incorporate the Franklin Bank, _ The order laid on the table a few days Representatives in contested elections, Mr.
city with some hundred horses and many
passed to be engrossed. Sent down for con since by Mr. Smith ot Newfield relating to Washburn will be entitled to a seat.
Hal. Adv.
officers, and are collecting forces in Puebla.
currence.
providing for a drill of officers and the ap
MONDAY, JAN. 26.
They expect to be joined by Rincon, Calde
Bill in further addition to the several acts pointment of Courts Martial and for repealing
Some time was spent in the consider now in force to organize govern, and disci certain Militia Laws was amended so as to
Hon. David Crockett, member from Ten
ron, Cortesan, Parres and" Maizquiz, who
can bring into’the field probably 10,000 vet ation of private bills, after which the House pline the militia of this State, passed to be inquire into the expediency, when the same nessee, who has been made the hero of a
erans ; and the new government has only two resolved itself into a Committee of the whole, engrossed in concurrence. Bill to incorpo passed and was referred to the joint standing most laughable story, by a waggish Kentucky
regiments of practised or disciplined troops. and resumed the discussion on the bill for the rate the Maine Manufacturing Company, committee on Militia and Military affairs to edifmyhas taken that matter so seriously to
The epnducta was safe at Puebla, under preservation and repair of the Cumberland was read a second time and .passage refused. cousiiler and report.
heart as to publish certificates ofhis conduct
Road. Mr. FdrtScBarnèy spoke atléngtli in —Sent down fur concurrence.
Maizquiz.
The committee appointed to consider and on the occasion alluded to. Mr. Clark of
The editors of the Baltimore American support of the measure, until the Committee
report on the subject of the military system Kentucky, and Mr. Verplapk of New-York,
have city of Mexico papers to the 10th ult. rose. The Speaker iifformed the House |hat
generally, reported that they had not yet have both certified, that his conduct was.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 4.
inclusive. That of the last date announced he had received a communication from the
Bill to prevent destruction by crows, came been able to perform the duly assigned them “ marked with the strictest propriety.”
that tranquility had been restored through President, transmitting copies of a treaty of up amended for concurrence and the Senate but that they should attend to the Subject
out the city. The editor is loud in his prais amity /navigation and commerce between concurred.
under the direction of the Executive.
fCevaly Discovered *S/ioa/,—Capt. Thomas.
es of Guerrero, whom he styles “ the
the United States and the free Hanseatic cit
The committee to whom was referred the Dixon, of schooner Ariel, on her passage
Mr. Kingsbury from the committee on the
morial Guerrero,” “ the hero of the South,” ies of Bremen, Lubec and Hamburg.
Judiciary, on order of Jan. 12, directing that memorial of Moses Peltpn complaining of the from Liverpool for Valparaiso, on the 23d of
&c.
committee to inquire into the expediency of official conduct of Richard Doe, a justice ot December, at 12 o’clock, out 59 davs—*saw
altering the law respecting the duties of-In the Peace for Lincoln County, made a special spmething of reddish appearance, 'a little
TUESDAY, JAN. 27,.
Mr. Drayton, from thé Committee on Mil spectors of Hogshead Shooks, reported that report of the facts and proceeding in relation above water about half a mile distant: hauX
Central America.—We learn from the itary Affairs, made an unfavorable report on legislation is inexpedient. Read and accept to the parties, concluded their report that it ed into it ; took in studding sails and sbuhd»
was inexpedient to take any further order on ed: ground forty seven fathoms ; ffne grey
Palladium, that a gentleman arrived at New- the memorial of General Winfield Scott, ed. sent down for concurrence.
York left St. Juan, Dec.9, when affairs had which was read, and the consideration there
Petition of Prentiss Mellen and Nathan the subject and that the memorialist have sand. 1 he object seen was about sis feet
above the water, and twenty or thirty feet th
become comparatively tranquil in the neigh of was postponed until Monday next, the 2d Weston, Jr. for increase of salary was read leave to withdraw, accepted.
A resolve authorizing the governor to ne circumference a^bove the water, When
borhood of Grenada—there had been a seri of February.
and committed to Messrs. Kingsbury and
gocíate with the Penobscot Indians for two close to, saw another head about a cable
ous battle between the Grenadians and Ni
On motion of Mr. Stevenson, of Penn, it was Emerson with such as the House'may join.
Townships of land was passed.
length, N. E. of the first, t\yo or three feet
caraguans, in which the latter were com
Resolved, That a committee be appointed
pletely routed, with considerable slaughter. to inquire into the expediency of distributing,
A bill prohibiting Innholders Sec. from sel qeiqw the surface of the water, also of a red’
THURSDAY’, FEB. 5.
A number of executions in Grenada for trea annually, amongst the several States, in pro
Reference to the next Legislature was re ling spirituous liquors to the Soldiers in the dish appearance. This dangerous shoal
son, &c. have taken place.
portion to their representation in this House, ported on the petition pf Jeremiah Paul and United States service without permission rpckjs platitude by a good meridian alti*
all moneys arising from the sales of the Pub others'—an order of notice on the petition of from the commanding officers, v/as read tude of the sun, 40 S. ; longitude, by gooff
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We take pleasure in referring our read
ers to Mi-s. Murray’s advertisement,
in another column. The universal satisfac
tion which her system of instruction gave to
the parents of her numerous pupils last year,
and the great advantage which is derived
from having a good school for Young Ladies
located in our village, are considerations
which we hope will prompt our citizens to
give her good encouragement.
The attention which Mrs. Murray be
stows upon the morals and manners of her
pupils, is an inducement for parents -in
neighboring towns, who wish their daugh
ters to attend agood School, to put them un
der her care.

LATEST FROM EUROPE.
i he ship George-Clinton, arrived at NewYork Jan. 31, brings dates from Liverpool to
Dec. 27. There is no later intelligence from
the seat of war.
RQS. Pat.
It is reported that a powerful expedition
is about being despatched by France against
Algiers, of which Gen. Maison is to have the
command. He is to be made a Field Mar
shal.
The young Queen of Portugal has been
proclaimed in the most solemn manner at the
island of Terceira. The Brazilian authori
ties in London desired to send the Portuguese
refugees at Plymouth to re-inforce the gar
rison at Terceira; but to this the English
Government objected on the grounds that it
would be a breach of neutrality. An early
declaration of war by Don Pedro against
Don Miguel is expected.
Accounts from Lisbon insinuate that Don
Miguel is actually dead.
The sentence of the Rev. Mr. Peter Fenn,
convicted of forgery, has been commuted to
transportation for life.
Letters from Palermo, of Nov. 25, state
that the Board of Health had ordered a
quarantine of 21 days on all vessels from Eng
land. Ships from England were refused ad
mittance into the port.
Considerable excitement has been produc
ed in England by the following letter from
Wellington to the Catholic Primate of Ire
land. It is considered a favorable omen to
the cause of Catholic emancipation. The
letter follows :

In pursuance'of a Resolve of Feb. 25th,
1828, the Trustees of the several Incorpora
ted Literary Institutions in this State have
made Returns to the Secretary of State. We
select from a synopsis of this report, the fol
lowing items, relating to the funds of the In
stitutions in this County ;
Berwick Academy—-has in Real Estate,
Bank Stock, and Notes of individuals, $6837
—derived from the donations of individuals,
LONDON, DEC. U, 1828.
and the sale of half a township of. land grant
“ My Dear Sir :—I have received your
ed by Massachusetts: besides the Bible letter of the 4th inst. and I assure you that you
Fund—donation from Hon. John Lord, a- dome justice in believing that I am sincerely
mounting to $600.
anxious to witness the settlement of the Roman
Dearborn Academy, Buxton, has in Re Catholic Question, which by benefiting the
al and Personal Estate, $1776-37 cts.—deiiv- state, would confer a benefit on every indi
vidual belonging to it. But Iconfess 1 see
ed wholly from the bounty of individuals.
no prospect of such a settlement. Party has
Limerick Academy—has in Real and been mixed up with the consideration of the
Personal Estate $4051—$153 1 44 of this sum Question to such a degree, and such violence
were derived from Massachusetts.
pervades every discussion of it, that it is im
possible to prevail upon men to consider it
Thornton Academy, Saco, basin Real dispassionately.
and Personal Estate $7180. Of this sum
“ If we could bury it in oblivion for ä short
$2500 have been received from the sale of a
half Township of Land granted by Massa time and employ that time diligently in the
consideration of its difficulties on all sides,
chusetts.
(tor they are very great,) I should not des
Beside thesethe Alfred Academy, erect pair of seeing a satisfactory remedy.
“ Believe, me, my dear Sir, ever vour mos.t
ed during the past Summer, is a flourishing
faithful humble servant. WELLING TON.
Institution.
Of this letter the Liverpool Mercury
says. “ It is calculated to strike with ter
A correspondent of the Kennebec Journal, ror Brunswickers and Intolerant«, and rejoice
under date of Portland, Jan. 19,” gives a t'he friends of civil and religious liberty,
proving, as it does, that Arthur Duke of
sketch of the proceedings at head quar Wellington—he who, but a very short time
ters. He says, “ the people of this State ago, was considered the fireux ¿hevalier of
would be struck with astonishment at a full intolerance and exclusion, has been compel
led, by the spirit of the age, to abandon that
Jdevelopement of the favoritism which has inveterate hostility which he at one time
been practiced [by the Governor and Coun professed towards the cause of liberty and
cil] in preceding years ; and the manner in justice, and to confess that the settlement of
which our concerns have been conducted.” the Catholic question would be a benefit to
the nation, and to every individual in it.”
The following remarks give some additional
Of the supply of grain, the Globe of Dec.
information relative to the Register of Coun 25 says—“ the aggregate supply to be de
rived from abroad promises to be greater
cil.
<€ Some curious things appear in the Regis than, under the unfavorable circumstances of
ter of Council, which are not noticed in the the harvests of other countries, could have
report. In one instance, near half a page been at first anticipated.”
has been neatly eràsed with a knife or scra
per, and carefully re-written upon. The
Finances-of Maine.—The following ex
ïjew matté’’ thus written is the appointment
hibit
of the State of the Treasury is copied
of John Balkam, formerly Counsellor, and
afterwards Senator from Washington Coun- from the Argus.
tv, to examine the road made by William
RecAfits.—Balance of Cash in the TreasnVance &c. and to report &c. Balkam is a rv on the 31 st dav of December 1827, $9,creature of Vance, and owes his previous 302 93. Received from taxes for the
elections to Vance’s influence. What a fit years 1827 and ’28. $48,943 47.-J3uties nn
man to scrutinize his proceedings. No won Commissions $2,662, Tax on Banks, $21,der his appointment to that office looks so 075. Fees at the Supreme Judicial Court
strangely.
and Court of Common Pleas, $8 794 14.
Signatures of Councillors are in some in Notes receivable $50. Interest $3,33. For
stances carefully erased in the same man duties on Commissions to Insnectors of Fish
ner ; but by whom and when done, no one $40. Of Daniel Rose, from the sale of Pub
knows. If they sign by mistake, let a cer lic T.ands.for fhe erection of public buildings,
tificate of that fact be made tn the book, but $9,074 58. Of Daniel Rose from sale of
no arasure of this sort ought ever to be al public land for benefit of State Road, $1,683
lowed. It may be that Councillors, finding 89. From treasuries of towns for. military
appointments to which they had signed their exempts $6. Received a« premium on loan,
consent or dissent, bee ime popular or other $5. Received for fines, forfeitures and bills
wise, have subsequently erased their signa of cost, $85 79. Received of \V. Garcelon,
tures, sn as to conform to the new views administrator on the estate of Jackson Davis,
which they thus receive, and save them deceased, Indian Agent, <2112 84. Received
selves from responsibility. No such oppor from Land Agents, $11,281 36. Loan of
tunity ought to be tolerated, and under the Nov.25,1828, $5000. Received from Lotte
present Council, need not be anticipated.”
ries , $25,367 59. 'Total, $143,487 92.
E.'vfie'nditures.—~’P&y roll of the Council
$2698. Of the Senate, $3261. Of the Rep
The report of the death of Gen. Jackson resentatives, $19,656. Paid to Electors of
which was in circulation a few days since President and Vice President, $182. Roll of
is contradicted by late dates from Wash Accoupts, $8,853 31. Salaries paid the Offi
cers of Government. 14,883 91. Costs on
ton. Gen. J. is probably now on his way to Criminal Prosecutions, 8701 59. Annuities
Washington.
<$3000, For benefit of Medical School 1000,
For Waterville College 2000. For Gardiner
Lyceum 1000. For American Asylum at
Mr. Samuel K. Lathrop, from the Theo Hartford, 1,415 32. For State Prison 8.182
logical Seminary, Cambridge, will be ordain 12. For State Arsenal 9000. For fixing
ed Pastor of the Unitarian Society in Dover,
Seat of Government, paid E.
on tfie 18th inst. Sermon by Rev. Dr. Par permanent
Williams, 126 73, Paid William King for
ker, of Portsmouth. The Meeting House Public Buildings 2500. Paid Land Agent
erected during the past season, by said socie 1000. Paid Indian Agents &c. 2406 56.
ty, will be dedicated on the same day.
State Printing 750. Paid for Greenleaf’s
Mr. Moàes G. Thomas, from the same In Reports 787 50. Stationary 300. For Laws
stitution, will be ordained Pastor over the 2d for the use of the Legislature, $100. Pen
Congregational Society in Concord, N. H. on sions 640. Engrossing Clerks 1092 75.
State Taxes remitted. 120 40. Cumberland
the 25th inst.
and Oxford Canal Fund, 22,050 35. Paid
The nomination of the Hon. Josiah Quin ChaplainsfiO. 'Temporary Loan 17,900. In
cy as President, ci Harvard University, by terest on State Debt, 3,206 77. Sum pa’rn
the Corporation, was confirmed by the board Seward Porter 3,317 24. Paid sundry per
of Overseers on the 29th ult. Mr. Quincy sons 404 38. Paid Commissioners under the
has accepted the appointment.
act of separation 307 2i. Paid for Green
The Christian Mirror mentions the singu leaf’s Maps 1000—On account of Public
lar fact that jive of the seven children of Mr. Roads, 553 32—State Road 1683 89—North
Zebulon Rowe, jun. of New-Gloucester, in Eastern Boundary 909 48 'Total $137,32183. Leaving a balance in the Treasury
this State, are deaf and dumb.
Dec. 31,1828, of $6,136 09.
The Treasurer’says, “ In relation to the
New-Jersey V. S: Senators .—The Legis Public Debt, there has been paid the year
late of this state have elected Mahlon Dick- past, to the C. and O. Canal Corporation,
,erson, Esq. to supply the vacancy occasioned 22,050, 35, reducing the loan to 45,000 dol
by the resignation of E. Bateman, Esq. lars ; of this/$5000 was obtained in Novem
Theodore Frelinghuysen, Esq. has been also ber last, by a resolve of the Legislature’ of
elected Senator for six years from the 3d February 1828. The balance in the 'Treas
March next.
ury is less than the year preceding. In
connexion with this, a considerable ämount
The National Intelligencer states that the has been advanced to the Warden of the
appointment of William Clark, as.Treasurer State Prison, not included in the estimates
of the United States, has been confirmed by of Public Expenditures. .This will show
the Senate, by vote nearly or quite unani that the Financial concerns of the State are
improving.”
mous.
The National Journal-states that in conse
quence of the continued indisposition of
Mr. Rush, and the urgent nature of much of
the business of the 'Treasury Department,
the President has authorized Mr. Southard,
the Secretary of the Navy, to perform the
duties qf Secretary of the ’Treasury, during
Mr. Rush’s illness.

Mr. Adams’ charges of Treason.—It is
said that the call of some of-those- gentlemen
implicated in a charge of a treasonable con
spiracy against the Union, for the facts on
which Mr. Adams founded his assertions,
has been promptly answered. It is rumored
that the correspondence is voluminous, and
will be published as soon as it comes to a
^losg.
Ecstoy Pal,

French Spoilations. The fallowing
extract from a letter received by the editor
of the Baltimore Gazette from a correspon
dent at Washington, contains information
At. a Court of Probate hoiden at South-Ber
that will be highly gratifying to many of our
citizens, who have large pecuniary interests
wick, within andfor the County of York,
at stake.
on the first Monday of February, in the
To the Editor of the Baltimore Gazette.
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
House of-Representatives, Jan. 20, 1829.
twenty-nine, by the Honourable WILL:It affords me sincere pleasure to state, that !
A. IIA YES, Judge of said Court ‘
the Select Committee to whom the various j
tf}e.pethion of Dorcas Gilman, adDIED—In Alfred, Mr. Abel Whitten,
memorials for indemnity for spodafio^s com- )
mimstratrix of the estate of Dudlev
mitted on our commerce by Freach ctuizers j aged 51.—Mr. Samuel Harmon, aged 22.
■rdman, lateof Shapleigh, in said county, de
In Saco, 27th ult. Widow Hannah Foce ceased, representing that the personal estate
previous to 1800, which were relinquished by
the treaty by our own government in consid aged 52.
of said (.eceased is not sufficient to pay the
Ih Saco. 30th ult. Erastus Gould, Esq. for just debts which he owed at the time of his
eration of their being released from,the guar
antee of the integrity of the French colonial merly of Hollis, aged 32.
death by the sum of three hundred and
In Lyman, 20th ult. Maj. David Davis, seventy-one dollars and forty-five cents
possessions, have decided to report a bill ap
propriating two millions of dollars, to be divi aged 55.
and praying for a license to sell and convey
In Boston, on Saturday evening last, Colo so much of the real estate of said deceased
ded by commission among the claimants.
nel Ephraim Wildes, late proprietor of the as may be necessary foirthe payment of said
debts and incidental charges :
The U. S, Telegraph states, as one of the Eastern Stage House, aged 46 years.
In Salem, on t’he 29th ult, Hon. Timothy
on dits at Washington, that the Secretary of
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
the Navy has appointed Samuel L. Knapp, Pickering, aged 84. He was born in Salem tice thereof-to the heirs of said deceased, and
Esq. formerly of this city, to be purser and in 1746 ; was graduated at Harvard Univer to all persons interested in said estate, by
stenographer to the South Sea expedition. sity in 1763 ; in 1774 he wrote the celebrat causing a copy of this order to be published
ed address to Gov. Gage on the subject of in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken
He is a scientific man.
Bost. pa.
the Boston Port Bill ; in 1775 in common nebunk, in said county, three weeks success
other distinguished patriots of those ively, that they may appear at a Probate
The celebrated Orrery, constructed by with the
he took up arms in defence of his Court to be holden at Kennebunk, in said
Rittenhouse about 60 years ago, is still in ex days
country’s rights; in the same year he was county, on the first Monday in April next, at
istence in Philadelphia. It has been recent- appointed a judge of the Court’ of Common
Iv repaired by Mr. Roberts, the principal of Pleas for Essex and sole Judge of the Mara- ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
the Quaker Academv, who says that it will time Court, for the middle district, including cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
show the motions of the planets for two thou Boston, Salem and other ports of Essex, said petition should not be granted.
sand vears to come, without any material which offices he held till he was appointed in Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register,
A true cofiu—Attest,
variation from the most correct table.
1776 to the command of a regiment of 700
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
men from Essex, in the Continental army ;
Feb. 7.
A letter from Baltimore, states that Mr. in 1777, he was appointed by Washington
Wirt, Attorney General of the United Adjutant General of the army ; in 1780 he At a Court of Probate held at -South-Ber
States, had been seized with a paralytic! was elected by Congress Quartermaster
wick, within and for the County of York
shock, but was convalescent.
General during the rest of the war. From
on the fnt Monday in February, in the
1790 to 1794 Col. Pickering was charged by
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
The following, extracted from the Court Gen. Washington, with negotiations with
twenty-nine, by the Honourable WIL
land Herald, will show the way they do the Indians. In 1791 he was appointed Post
LIAM A. HAYES, judge of said Court:
things in Alabama.—It must be an admira master General, in 1794 Secretary of War,
ble state of society, when such proceedings and in 1795 Secretary of State, which office JOSEPH S. SIMPSON, guardian of
beheld till 1800, when he was removed by
are considered matters of course :—
James and Elizabeth Ann Bowden
Fracas.—We understand by a gentle the late President Adams. In 1803 he was minorsand children of James Bowden, late
appointed
by
the
Legislature
of
Massachu

of York, in said county, deceased, having
man, just from Russelville, A Tab. that seve
a Senator in Congress, where he re^ presented his account of guardianship of said
ral rencontres took place there on Mondav setts
maihed
till
1811,
In
1814
he
was
elected
a
minors :
last. The circumstances, as we understand
ORDERED, That the said guardian
which led to them are as follows:—Mr. Representative in Congress, and held his
Smith, the tax collector, reported that he seat till 1817. From that period he has liv give notice to all persons interested, by caus
ed
a
private
life,
enjoying
the
society
of
his
had lost $1,700 which had been stolen out of friends, and devoting a large portion of his ing a copy of this order to be published
his house, together with the trunk which attention to his favorite agricultural pursuits. three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
contained the money. The trunk was after — All who came in contact with him, as a Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said Counwards found in or about- certain fodder. citizen and member of society, could not hes ty’lthut they niay Wear at a Probate Court
Smith made certain insinuations that he be itate to admire his many sterling excellen to be'held at Kennebunk, in said county, on
the first Monday in April next, at ten of the
lieved a certain Mr. O’Riley, of that place,
of character. Even when compelled to clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
had the money. This came to* O’Riley’s cies
dissent from his opinions, it was impossible
ears, and *On this information, he armed him to refrain from respecting the purity of his they have, why the same should not be al
self, and on the first sight of Smith hailed motives. His age and his great experience lowed.
Wm. Cutter Allen,
him and asked, if he accused hir» gf having in public service always commanded, as they
A true cofiy—Attest,
that money ? Smith answered in the affirma merited, the respect of his opponents.
Wm. Cutter Allen,
tive, and anticipating that O?Riley would
Boston Patriot.
Teb.7.
■
shoot him, the moment the word was out of
his mouth, shot him first. O’Riley, however,
shot almost in the same second, both hit, and
■ DYSPEPSIA,
both were badly wounded. By that time the
friends of both parties ran up and fired sev
eral pistols at each opponent, and each one
HIS prevalent disorder, as it exhibits it
received several balls. ‘ Both are considered
self in its customary symptoms of
as dangerously wounded.
Trtzw? of aifetite, distressing flatulencies,
On the same day a Mr. Wilson, of that
heart-burn, fain in the stomach, sick head
place, sallied out on Mr. Brice M. Garner,
ache, nausea, vomiting and costiveness, is now
in the street, with a pistol in one hand and a
found to yield to the tried efficacy of
stick in the Dther, feathered in upon him,
Dr. Reiffs Vegetable Specific^
and beat him with his stick, until others ran
KENNEBUNK, FEBRUARY
50 or 60 yards to his relief.
AND
memoranda.
A1VTI-BILIOVS PILLS.
We copy the following anecdote from the
These two preparations combined, consti
Ar. at Boston, 29th ult. brig Watchman,
Boston Evening Bulletin. It is to the very Nason, of this port, via Holmes’ Hole.
tute an efficacious remedy for the Dysftefisia,
life.
u
.
5... .
Ar. at Mobi'e, previous tn 8th ult. brig Ag even after it has acquired the most obstinate
The Attorney General, -now nearly eighty enoria, Cole, of this port, New-Orleans.
character, and resisted every effort of pro
years of age, and said to be more competent
In the Mississippi, 6th ult. brig Plato, of fessional skill.—When both medicines are
to the discharge of the arduous duties of his this port.
administered in connexion according to flaut
highly honourable station, than almost any
Cid. at Wilmington, N. C. previous to 21st and particular Directions accompanying the
practitioner at the bar, on account of his great ult. sch. Columbia, Nason, Saco.
Vegetable Sfteciflc, they thoroughly cleanse
learning and experience, as well as a remark
the alimentary canal of that viscid mucus
able retention of mental power, was mana
iXt St. Thomas, 4th ult. ——, (probably ' which is the proximate cause of the disorder,
ging a case in behalf of the Commonwealth William,) Walker, of this port, unc.
rand as a tonic and stimuleut, they restore
in Middlesex county, where a man was in
the healthy action and energy of the stomach,
dicted for goBging out the eyes of a girl, be
and strengthen the debilitated system. The
cause she had made oath that he was the fa
proprietor can also confidently recommend
ther of her illegitimate child. Her brother,
the Vegetable Sfieciflc as one of the best
an intelligent lad of nine years of age, was on
remedies known for the Sick Head Ache.
the stand, as a government witness ; and his
Price fifty cents each box.
relation of thé facts which he saw, produced
***Prepared from the original Recipe
an electrical effect on the whole audience.
ILL re-commence her school, in this MS. of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, by T.
The girl was also present, in total blindness,
Village« for the instruction of Young KIDDER, his immediate successor and the
and every circumstance attending the inves
sole proprietor. For sale wholesale,{with all
Ladies, on Tuesday, the 7th of April next.
tigation of this horrible barbarity, was high
the other Conway Medicines) at his Count
Kennebunk, 7th Feb., 1829.
ly exciting. The boy stated the preliminary
ing Room over No. 70," Court-street, corner
circumstances, and then said ; “I
cut
of Hanover-street, and at retail by his spe
SAX.T ZiAIT.
ting bean poles round the barn, and my sister
cial appointment by
. - ---- - ---------was milking ; I heard her scream, and then
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk, and
HE Subscriber has for Sale
I ran with a pole in my hand, as I.came up,
JAMES D. DOWNING,
I saw that he had pulled her over back
10 TONS SJkljT JiAYj
wards ; then he looked over his shoulders to which will be sold low for Cash, Lumber or
Kennebunk-Port.
see w ho was'coming, and I struck him with Wood.
JOSEPH STORER.
%*None genuine without the written sig
the pole and broke his jaw.”—Why did you
Kennebunk, Feb. 7,1829.
nature of T. KIDDER, on the outside print
not repeat the blow ?” exclaimed the Attor
ed wrapper.
ney General, carried away by the tremen
•dous interest—“ why did you not repeat the
blow, and knock his d——d brains out?”
“ Mr. Attorney,” said the Judge, “ you well HiT HE Subscriber would inform those perknow, that profanity in court is a hi^h offence JL sons indebted to him either by note or
punishable with imprisonment, but in conse account that the following articles will be re
HOSE of our patrons who intend pay
quence of the unusual excitement of the case, ceived in payment, if offered soon.
ing for their papers in Wood, are re
it will in this instance, be overlooked.”
quested to haul it immediately.
Cord Wood ; 2, 2£, 4 & 5 inch white
K. REMICH.
& red oak Plank ; Ship Timber; Trun- Gazette Office, Feb. 7,J.1829,
A grandee and peer of Spain, it is said, has
nels
;
Corn
;
Oats
and
Beans.
lately been breaking stones on a high road in
Those who neglect to settle and pay will
the neighborhood Of London, at the rate of
Is per day, to support his wife and three receive the next call from an Attorney.
children.
WAmD.--50 M. Pine Bbl.
HAMEL SHACKFORD,
STAVES, and 10 M. White Oak or Yel
OULD inform the public that he
Elsie Whipple, whose husband ’was shot in low Ash Bbl. HOOP POLES, for which a
has taken the Bake-House for
Albany two or three years since by Strang, fair price will be given.
merly occupied by Mr.O. Bartlett, where
WILLIAM GOOCH.
her paramour, and who came near being
he intends carrying on
Wells, Feb. 5, 1829.
hung with him, was recently married in
New Brunswick, N. J. to a Mr. Nathaniel
Freefnan.—They were once school-1 mates in
All persons having unsettled
that place.
accounts with the late firm of WHEEL in all its various branches,—where he keeps
WRIGHT er BOURNE, are requested to on hand a general assortment of BREAD,
have them qdjusted previous to the first of which he offers for sale low for cash, country
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
April next. Such as remain unsettled at produce or approved credit.—The least favor
that
time will be left with an Attorney for gratefully acknowledged.
“ Y.” is unavoidably deferred until next
adjustment.
D. S. would inform his friends andi
week.
JOHN WHEELWRIGHT, Jr.
customers that he has received a prime lot
WILLIAM BOURNE.
FLOUR,
Wells, February 5, 1829,
in barrels and half barrels which he will sell
at a very small advance for cash.
He also wishes to purchase a quantity e/
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,?
dry Hemlock and Pine WOOD, or drV
District of Maine, ss. 5
Hemlock and Spruce FAGGOTS, for which
South-Berwick, 26th January,1S29.
he will pay Bread and a fair price.
URSUANT to a warrant from the Dis
Kennebunk, Jan. 31,
trict Court of the United States for the
District aforesaid, I hereby give notice that
MARRIED—In York, by A. McIntire, I shall sell at Public Auction and to the
Esq. Mr. George Bowden, to Miss Rachel highest bidder, at the Store of Mr. Daniel
Perkins, in Kennebunk-Port, on Friday, the
LL persons having any demands wliatWebber, both of Y.
ever against the subscriber are herebyIn York, Mr. John Y. Lucasr to Miss Doro 20th day of February next, at 2 o’clock, P. M.
requested to present the same to him for ad
thy M. Maine.
4 HOGSHEADS OF SALT, justment
and.payment, without delay, as he is
In Salem, Mr. Joseph Shatswell, to Miss the same having been decreed forfeit and or
desirous of paying all his debts while living,
Sarah Pulsifer.— Mr. Benjamin Pierce to dered to be sold.
JAMES CLEAVER
Miss Ruth Valer,
BENJA. GREENS Marshal
Kennebunk-Port, Jan. 29t 1829,
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Dr. THAYER’S
doorway ; no other aperture was in the and several other nick nocks and. notions jrglHE subscriber, having been chosen Vegetable Pi\l CvAbobcott.
for
the
Boston
market.
Being
arrived,
he
hut, nor was there any other possible place
JL
[nominal] Treasurer of the
for the Master to stand ; for within the addressed every person who appeared to Kennebunk Manufacturing Company, A Highly Approved Universal Family
MEDICINE.
area crammed together as compact as bees him likely to become a purchaser with at their annual meeting on the second day of
HESE Fills cleanse the stomach and
in a hive, were eighty seven children of dif “ You don’t want to buy a turkey to-day ?” June, 1828, hereby gives public notice, pursu
bowels ; restore lost or depraved ap
ferent ages—a few girls among them. It One answered, “ you guess right the first ant to law, that at a meeting of said Compa
petite ; correct bilious disorders; and are
may seem incredible how such a number time, I do not”—another, 11 You lie you ny on the twelfth day of March, 1828, it was qn almost certain remedy for common colds,
could bestowed away in the areaof twelve blockhead, I do”— a third, “ it will depend voted, “ that an assessment or instalment of head-ache, cholic, dysentary and any disor
per cent, be laid and raised on each share,
feet square ; but the fact was, a small shelf on the price,” &-C. At length he sold his five
to be paid into the Treasury, within thirty ders in which physic is needful.
They are highly recommended by
or gallery was stuck up round the walls, whole load to a tavern keeper, and left his days.” And at said annual meeting, it was
and on this shelf were seated the little fel hat in the bar room while he was unload voted, “ that said assessment be called5 for Physicians, and others who are acquainted
their mild and pleasant operation, as is
lows who, if left below, could scarcely ing. Having accomplished this object, and paid to the Treasurer, at such time as with
THE SHIP AT SEA
and received his pay, his hat was missing : the Directors may order.” But no order preventative of fevers, if taken ireely in the a
¡'have
escaped
suffocation.
On
my
inquir

A white sail gleaming on tile flood,
been given by the Directors for the pay commencement :—and may be continued ar
ing of the Master whether the Scriptures when instead of asking directly if any per has
And the bright orbed sun on high,
ment thereof; nor has the said assessment, physic through every stage of bilious or ty
son
had
found
it
he
addressed
the
people
were read in the School, he looked at me
Are all that break the solitude
or any part thereof ever been paid in to the phus fevers.
Of the circling sea and sky ;—
Each box is accompanied with directions
as if he thought ! was very ignorant of the in the bar room in the following manner: T reasurer.
Nor cloud, nor cape is imaged there ;
Hibernian Society’s regulations, and said “ I don’t suppose nobody hunt seen nothing The capital stock of said Company con for using ; and recommendations from thè
Nor isle of ocean, nor of air.
sisted of real estate valued at $11,000—Ma valuable part of society. And they are per
—“Tobe sure, Sir, they are.” “Callup of no old felt hat no where.”
chineryvalued at $14,000—Goods valued at fectly safe for women and children in all
Yet not alone
on ocean’s breast,
your Scripture Class,” said I. “ Hal
about $5,000—besides a number of other ar conditions.
Though no green islet glows,
V
aluable
R
ecipe
,
“
•
My
mother,
”
loa !” said he, “ you Scripture boys and
ticles ; all purchased upon credit. For which,
(gj^None are genuine unless numbered
No sweet refreshing spot of rest,
girls, stand up ” This was accomplished, says th© Count de Segur, “ being asked by and other debts incurred by the Company, and signed by
S. VV. THAYER.
Where fancy may repose,
not without some difficulty, and up stood Voltaire respecting her health, told him, suits have been brought by the creditors, and
For Sale by
Nor rock, nor hill, nor tower, nor tree,
the
whole
property
of
said
Company
real
two-and-thirty of his pupils, who read and that the most painful feeling she had arose
Breaks the blank solitude of sea ; —
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
and personal has been sold at auction for the
gave their answers to the Scripture ques from the decay of her stomach, and the benefit of the creditors, and the proceeds has
No ! not alone—for hopes and fears
tions with fluency, and an evident percep difficulty of finding any kind of aliment that been greatly insufficient to satisfy them all.
Go with her wandering sail ;
,
And bright eyes watch, through gathering tion of the meaning of the text, and evinc it could bear. Voltaire sympathised with So that the Company has become Insol
DANIEL SEW ALL.
HS1HIS inveterate disease which hasso longi
ed how perseveringly and faithfully the. her, and, byway of consolation, assured her vent.
tears,
Kennebunk, Jan. 14, 1828.
JL baffled the art of the most experienced
Its distant cloud to hail ;
that he was once, for nearly a twelvemonth
Master had discharged his duty.”
Physicians, has at length found a sovereign
And prayers for her at midnight lone
in
the
same
state,
and
believed
to
be
in

- NOTICE.
Ascend, unheard by all, save One.
remedy in
Anecdote of Curran.—One morning, at curable ; but that, nevertheless, a very
HE subscriber requests all persons in DR. LA GRANGE'S GENUINE
And not .alone
for round her glow
an inn in the south part of Ireland, a gen simple remedy had restored him. It con
debted to him either bv Note or Ac
The vitsal
count, to call, settle and pay the same prior
tleman, travelling upon mercantile busi sisted in taking no other nourishment than
>pers
low
jg
that
And some;
ness., came running down stairs a few min yolks ofeggs beaten up with the flour of to the first of March next.—All who neglect
FEW CUTANEOUS diseases are met
n’s spir
Tells to
this Notice beyond the time specified may
utes before the appearance of the stage potatoes and water.” Though this cir be
iad.
ste
and
Upon her ’
assured, that their accountsand notes will with more reluctance by the Physician,and
coach, in which he had taken a seat lor cumstance took place as far back as about be lodged in the hands of an Attorney for none in which he is so universally unsuc
A present. -pervai
cessful.
Dublin. Seeing an ugly little fellow, lean fifty years ago, and respected so extra collection.
JOTHAM PERKINS.
This Ointment has stood the test of expe
ing against the door post with dirty face ordinary a personage as Voltaire, it is as Kennebunk, January 22, 1829. ________ rience
and justly obtained an unparalleled ce
and
shabby
clothes,
he
hailed
him
to
brush
tonishing
how
little
it
is
known,
and
how
. [From the Youth's Companion.]
lebrity. It immediately removes the scabs,
his coat. The operation proceeded rath rarely the remedy has been practised. Its
gives a healthy action to the vessels of the
skin, and its original colour and smoothness.
THE DISCONTENTED OAK.
er slowly, the impatient traveller cursed (he efficacv, however, in cases of debility, can
HE Subscriber has on hand a few
Numerous recommendations might be ob
A FABLE.
lazy valet for an idle, good for nothing dog, not he questioned, and the following is the
HUNDRED BUSHELS
tained of its superior efficacy, but the Pro
It chanced that a neat little spruce tree and threatened him with corporeal pun mode of preparing this valuable article of
prietor chose that a fair trial should be
WHEAT & RYE,
was removed from Boston, and placed close ishment on the spot, if he did not make food, as recommended by Sir John Sin
its only commentator. It has in three or four
good
order,
which
be
offers
for
Sale
on
in
beside a large oak in Ashburnham. Like haste and do bis job well before the arri clair : Beat up an erg in a bowl, and then
weeks cured cases of fifteen and twenty years
reasonable terms.
standing, that have resisted the power of ev
many people who have paid a short visit to val of the coach. Terror seemed to pro add six table spoonfuls of cold water, mix
•.ALSO.-.the city, the spruce was completely giddy duce its effect; the fellow brushed the ing the whole well together. Then add A Farm, containing about 70 acres of good ery other remedy that could be devised.
It not only at once gives immediate relief in
with vanity ; and she was never weary of Coat and then the trouses with great dili two table-spoonfuls of the farina of pota land, near the village of Sanford.
Salt-Rheum, but cures Tvnep. Capitis[ccrmtelling her poor country neighbours ot all gence, and was rewarded with a six pence toes, to be mixed thoroughly with the
ELISHA ALLE N
rnonly called SCALD HEAD) and all scabby
Sanford, Jan. 22, 1829.
the fine sights she had seen. She said she which he received with a low bow. 1 he I liquor in the bowl. Then pour in as much
eruptions peculiar to unhealthy children.
Jy*There is nothing of a mercurial nature
had heard many conversations between the gentleman went into the bar and paid his boiling water as will convert the whole in
fine ladies and gentlemen as they walked bill just as the vehicle had reached the to jelly, and mix it well. It may betaken A T Kennebunk-Landing, on the road be- contained in it, and it may be used on in
in the Mall, by the bright moon-light ; and door. Upon getting inside, guess his as either alone or with the addition of a little jHL tween the house of Capt. Adam McCul- fants and under any other circumstances
added with a very knowing look, that she tonishment to find his friend the quondam milk, and moist or beat sugar, not only for lock and the store of G. & I. Lord, 2 gold whatever.
Sold Wholesale and Retail by the follow
could reveal many secrets if she were so waiter, seeded snugly in one corner, with brealifiistv but, in cases of.great stomachic watch seals, 1 gold key, 1 do. ring and part ing agents.
of
a
gold
chain.
DavidGriffith,Portland; Delano & Whit
disposed. She talked of seeing the majes all the look of a person well used lo com debility, or in consumptive disorders, at the
Any person finding the above will be gen ney, Boston ; Isaac Hill, Concord, N. H.
tic State House, of the large blocks of fort. After two or three hurried glances, other meals. This dish is light, easily di erously
rewarded on leaving them at the Putnam & Blake, Saco, and JAMES K.
buildings, glistening in the setting sun, of to be sure that his eyes did not deceive gested, extremely wholesome, and nour store o’f George & Ivory Lord.
REMICH, Kennebunk.
the trampling of horses, the rattling of car him, he commenced a confused apology ishing. Bread or biscuit maybe taken Kennebunk, Jan. 22,1829,
***Liberal discount to country dealers.
riages, and the fine dress of the belles and for his blunder condemning his own rash with it, as the stomach gets stronger.
May, 1828.
’ eoply.
beaux ; and finally she affirmed that she ness and stupidity ; but he was speedily
herself was planted on the sell same spot interrupted by the other exclaiming ‘ Oh,
Colts.—We often hear it lamented that
HE Subscribers bavmg been appointed
where a French nobleman had once stood! never mind, make no apologies-—these are our breed of horses is so bad—But I am
by the Hon. William A. Hates,
WHOLESALE ÓR RETAIL.
and that President Monroe bad rested his hard times and it is well to earn a trifle in convinced, as our colts are managed, if we
Judge of Probate for the County of York,
hand on her shoulder when he visited New an honest way ! lam much obliged for had any other breed, we should soon make Commissioners to receive and examine the
—AMONG WHICH ARE—
England. The oak heard these stories, your handsome fee for so small a job ; my it appear to be as mean as our own if not claims of the creditors to the estate of
HE Literary and Scientific Class
BENJAMIN
COES,
and began to grow quite discontented with name is John Phillpot Curran, pray what 'worse. The abusing of colts in the first
Book;
of Kennebunk-Port, deceased, sail ma
her humble lot. Here am I, thought she, is yours?” The other was thunderstruck winter, is the principal cause of their pro late
ker, represented insolvent, and the term of Classical Reader ; Agricultural Reader ;
who have seen nothing all my life but a by the idea of such an introduction to the ving so bad. For our farmers seldom al six months being allowed said creditors to Whelpley’s Compend of History ;
parcel of sun-burnt children, or gabbling most celebrated man of his day; but the low their colts any food besides hay, and bring in and prove their claims ; we there Geographies ; Grammars ; Arithmeticks ;
Books.
geese, or some noisy farmer calling out to irresistible wit and drollery of Curran soon that is not always, the best kind. So that fore give notice that we will attend that ser Spelling
And almost all the popular School Books
vice
at
the
Custom
house
room,
in
said
Ken

his stupid oxen ; I wish I could go to the overcame his confusion, and the traveller they seldom fail of being stinted in their
in use.
on thejast Saturday of this
city, and see some ofthose beautiful things never rejoiced less at the termination of a growth in the first winter, to such a degree nebunk-port,
month and the five succeeding months from A large assortment of STA TIONAR K
which friend spruce tells of.
longjourney than when he beheld the spires that they never get the better of it. A one to six o’clock, P. M. on said days.
A great variety of BLANK ACCOUNT
The wish was soon granted, for a fa of Dublin glitter in the light of a setting sun. colt that is foaled late should not be wean
GEO. WHEELWRIGHT, TCommisBOOKS.
OLIVER BOURNE/
5 sioners.
mous gardener happening to travel that This deserves to be recorded among the ed till February or March, and should have
15,000
Superior
R
ussia Quills.
Kennebunk-Port, Jan. 14,1829.
way, taking a fancy to tne oak, transplant many comical adventures into which Cur oats during the whole of the winter. In
PAPER HANGINGS and BORDERS.
ed it to Boston. Fora while the tree was ran was led by his total inattention to per some countries they allow a young colt
All of which will be sold at prices corres
busy enough in observing the gaiety and sonal appearance.
ponding to the scarcity of money, at
fifteen bushels. We need not grudge to
J. K. REMiCH’S Bookstore.
hurry of the town ; but she soon found
feed them with meal, oats & bran, besides
E the subscribers having been ap
Kennebunk, Jan. 2, 1829.
pointed by the Hon. William A.
that she saw quite as many poor and miser
Anecdote of a Monkey.—A droll story is the best of clover hay—for they will pay
Hayes, Esq. Judge of Probate, &c. for the
able people as she did fine gentleman and related of one- of these creatures that had for it in growth. After the first winter,
DISSOLUTION OF
of York, to receive and examine the
ladies. She complained that the air was been long kept by Pere Carbossan, and they will need no extraordinary feeding County
claims of creditors to the estate of
COPARTNERSHIP.
smoky and unwholesome, and that the hors was extremely attached to him. He fol till they are grown up. Were the above
RUFUS NOWELL,
es covered her green robes all over with lowed him, if possible, wherever he went; directions observed, we should soon see late of York, deceased, represented insolv
dost. Beside, she could not concealher and, one day escaping the father’s atten an improvement of our breed of horses. ent,—do hereby give notice that six months ■fl&rOTICE is hereby given that the CoJNI
partnership existing between the
vexation, that so few people had leisure to tion, who was generally careful to confine They would be capable of doing much are allowed to said creditors to bring in and Subscribers under the firm of
stop and admire a newly arrived personage him when he wished to get rid of his com greater service, and be likely to hold out to prove their claims, and that we shall attend
that service at the dwelling house of Joseph
SMSVH & PGBTSS,
so important as herself. Sorrowful and pany, heslily attended him to church, and much greater age.
N. E. Farmer.
Frost, Esquire, in Eliot, on the last Mon will be dissolved on the first day of March
unhealthy, she soon began to pine away, mounting on the sounding board above the
day in March and the last Monday in June next; and that they will attend until that
To prevent young fruit trees from being from one to six o’clock P. M. of said days.
but she was kept alive by the hope that pulpit, unperceived, he lay quietly till jhe
time to the settlement of their Book accounts.
the merciful gardener would carry her back services began. As soon as the preacher destroyed by mice.—When the earth has. Dated at Eliot, the first day of January,
All persons having demands against them
to her native village, where she could once commenced the sacred ceremonies, Pug been deeply covered with snow for a few A.D. 1829.
are requested to present them for payment.
JOSEPH FROST,
BENJAMIN SMITH,
more look down upon the pretty little wild crept to the edge of the sounding board weeks, we frequently find many trees in
BENJAMIN ROGERS.
HORACE PORTER.
flowers and cheerful children who used to overlooking his master, imitated every our nurseries and young orchards, injured
Kennebunk, December 24,1828.
frolic beneath her shade. While she was gesture with such a solemn air, and in so" or destroyed by mice. To prevent their ex
cherishing these thoughts, Mr. Quincy, grotesque a manner, that the whole con cursion and lessen their number, it has been
HE Copartnership heretofore existing
S4
the Mayor ordered a new street to be cut gregation was in a general titter. The fa recommended to tread the snow down firm
between the subscribers is this day
THE SUBSCRIBER OFFERS FOR SALE
through the place where she stood. The ther, insensible of the cause of such ill in ly about the roots and bodies of the trees,
dissolved by mutual consent. All persons in
ambitious oak was hewn down, and the clined levity, reproached his audience for to the distance of two or three cot from debted to said firm are requested to make
Two good
branches which looked so green and thriv their improper behaviour, when commenc •them. This will make the snow, too solid payment to A. F. Symonds who is duly au
thorised
to
adjust
the
same.
ing in the country, were burned to boil ing the duties of Divine worship. The a mass for them to penetrate, and probably
MARE
NATHANIEL UPHAM,
lobsters for the city.
mimic above his head continued to imitate destroy many of them in their nests. As
A. F. SYMONDS.
Two second hand CHAISES,
Moral.—Never be anxious to change a every gesture with the greatest archness. these animals require warm nests to sleep
Wells, December 19, 1828.
Four good SLEIGHS and Harnesses,
humble situation, which you have long- The people could not compose their coun in, all the materials with which they cov
A. F. SYMONDS
proved to be a quiet and happy one, for tenances ; but, in spite of their utmost er themselves, such as grass, weeds and Has taken the stock formerly belonging to One pair of TRUCKS and HARNESS,
the uncertain comforts of wealth, parade efforts, their risible muscles were set in stubble, should be removed from nurseries, the firm of A. F. Symonds & Co. and will One WAGGON, suitable for one or
or fame ; lest like the fabled oak, yon end motion again and again. The preacher and young fruit trees. Particular atten continue the business at the old stand. A two Horses.
yotir days in melancholy and disappoint now began to grow angry ; and, in the tion is required for those trees which are sh,are of public patronage is respectfully so
The above articles will be sold cheap for
warmth of his displeasure, redoubled his placed near a wall, as it affords a secure licited, and all past favors gratefully acknowl Cash or approved endorsed Notes.
ment.
For further particulars apply to
vociferations and his gestures ; he thump shelter for mice. No kind of manure edged.
A settlement of all demands belonging to
OLIVER WALKER.
ed the pulpit with earnestness, raised his which can harbor mice, should be laid the late firm of A. F. Symonds & Co. must
AN IRISH SCHOOL.
Kennebunk-port, Dec. 26, 1828.
The following curious account ofan Irish hands on high, and accompanied their mo about your fruit trees. [AC E. Farmer.
be had before the 30th of April next.
Wells, January 8,1829.
School is from the speech of Mr. Gordon at tions with a corresponding hod of lhe head.
A Correspondent, who favors us with
the late anniversary of the London Hiber The monkey repeated all these gestures
with the most grotesque mockery ; till, his name, vouches for the truth of the fol
nian Society.
LL demands due the Estate of Geo r or
Hobbs, remaining unpaid alter the
“ Once, when literally on a School hunt at last, the congregation bad no power lowing incident. A sporting dog (sup
first day of March next, will he left with an
ing excursion in the county of Mayo, ac ovpr themselves, but burst out into one posed by us to be a pointer) took to va
Attorney for collection.
companied by a Clergyman of the district, loud and successive fit of laughter. The grant habits, and an advertisement was
JOSEPH G* M0OE1T,
NATHANIEL ROBBS, Admr.
and in its wildest and most solitary regions, preacher stood aghast at this unaccounta last week inserted in an Edinburgh paper,
Berwick, December 14, 1828.
OFFERS FOR SALE A FEW
in the vicinity ofCroagh Patrick, that cele ble folly and disrespect, and would prob inviting its return, or, if stolen, its restor
brated resort of superstition, he asked, ably have left the church had not one of ation. The dog (having read the adver Bbls. Howard Street
“ Was there not an Hibernian School in his friends stepped up to him and pointed tisement, we presume,) sagaciously repair- warranted of first quality. Likewise, a quan
of
at a small advance from cost;
that vicinity ?” The reply was in the af out the cause of this extraordinary beha ed, “unattended,” to the newspaper of tity
firmative ; and he was directed to look to viour. On looking up, it was with the fice, where he was cordially welcomed, Jan. 9, 1829.
PAIR of WIDE RIMMED WHEELS
of a superior quality.—Also 1 long Cart
wards a something that had the appear greatest difficulty he could command his and bounteously fed. Scarcely had he
and 1 short one. They will b© sold low if ap
ance of a habitation, but scarcely one fit own countenance, and preserve the serious satisfied his hunger when his master also
plied for soon—Inquire at the Printing-Office*
for the residence of human beings. He aspect of his sacred character, whilst the “ dropped in.” Their meeting was truly
Dec. 18th, 1828.
S hereby repeated, to those with whom
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